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get into the Avengers (or at least help them out when needed),
then after getting entangled  with Adrian Toomes' plot to sellen-
ergy weapons to criminals, he seems determined to seek out and
stop them. All the while trying to get the pretty girl he has a crush
on to notice him. This wouldn't matter too much if they actually
showed him enjoying the aspects of being a genetically modified
super person but he seems to take his gifts as more of a lottery
win than a burden of responsibility. Those endearing human
aspects that made Spider-Man as a character such a house-hold
name is lost in a performance given no real direction. Holland
seems to float-by in his role and it comes off under developed
and uninteresting. 

Winner: Gal Gadot becomes an iconic Wonder Woman for the
ages while Tom Holland is the third best Spider-Man ever put on
film. 

VILLAINS
Only comic book movies can get justly get away with a cate-

gory just for its villains. Thankfully for those who got this far into
the article - I'll keep it short. Ares as the chief baddie behind the
war is never really obvious and clues that reveal who he actually is
are peppered through-out the movie. But when they reach that
point -it's only a moderate twist on the genre's conventions. This
leads to a climactic battle that tests Diana's resolve physically and
morally and they almost manage to sell it...almost. If the scene
was a little smaller and more personal in scope maybe it would
have worked better but its bombastic nature and rambling expo-
sition drags the entire film down a few notches. It betrays the
moral messages that was so nicely done earlier in the film and
leaves the final product messy and muddled in ethical conun-
drums that reeks of studio interference. Ares is so tied up in the
ending's faults his influence on the film suffers from it as well. 

On the other hand, I found Adrian Toomes easily the best

thing about 'Homecoming'. Keaton breathes a refreshing bout of
humanity into his portrayal and is given a veneer and background
that ties well into the movie and lingering consequences of
Marvel's cinematic universe. Toomes is just a regular salvage col-
lector, tasked with cleaning up the messes of superhero clashes in
New York. After being fired by Tony Stark's company, he seeks to
use the salvaged material his company collected for his own pur-
poses - the chief among them being constructing dangerous,
destructive weapons. He doesn't want to take over the planet, he
just wants to make a living. And if that livelihood comes from the
sales of weapons - how is that any different to how Tony Stark
made his fortune? It's an intriguing backstory that never
overblows the fact that underneathToomes' uber-powered
Vulture suit, he's just a man desperate to provide for his family. 

Winner: Ares is cool. Michael Keaton is cooler. 'Homecoming'
takes round three.

TECHNICALITIES AKA THE OTHER STUFF 
For a long time now, Marvel Studio films have been feeling

flat. A common complaint amongst most audiences is that the
films have begun simply feeling just bland and inconsequential.
Ever since the first 'Avengers' movie the studio couldn't shake the
fact that they've just discovered a golden (money-making) prod-
uct. This attitude seems to have seeped in the movies as wellmak-
ing the rest of the line-up feel more like a corporate product,
made to be mass-produced and sold rather than an integral piece
of singular art. The overbearing need to have each movie become
just another cog in the chain that is the MARVEL CINEMATIC UNI-
VERSE has resulted in each individual film becoming more of a tel-
evision episode than a movie. TV episodes are allowed to have
their characters go through the bare minimum of character devel-
opment and at times just pad the season until the big finale.
Movies are and should be held to a higher standard though.

There is an inherent beauty in weaving a singular, whole tale in
two-hours and that's what sets films apart. 

Wonder Woman understands this and I allude that wholly to
Patty Jenkins for sneering DC away from copying that particular
style from Marvel. She was a life-long fan of the character and put
both that passion and her understanding of film structure to
weave an epic, satisfying story. The gorgeous landscapes of
Themyscira are in stark contrast to the grey, sepia-tone of war-
torn Europe and it gives each act their personality to them.
'Homecoming' is set in New York but the way Marvel shoots their
film, it could very well be just another generic cityscape. It might
not seem like such a big deal on the surface but the backdrop to a
film is integral in giving your story an extra bit of life. Coming to
the music, 'Homecoming' gives a cheesy orchestral backing to the
classic Spider-Man theme which sounds decent at parts and out
of place in others. WW's tracks aren't all that exciting either but
the few moments they use Hans Zimmer's fantastic Wonder
Woman theme from 'Batman v Superman' is a definite improve-
ment over what 'Homecoming' offers.

Winner: 'Homecoming' seems fine taking no risks and leaves it
feeling lifeless while 'Wonder Woman' adheres to the qualities
that make films an art to itself. Round 4 and the empathic victory
goes to 'Wonder Woman'. 

So there you have it. In a drawn out, four round brawl - DC
finally gets one over Marvel with their best film since Christopher
Nolan wrapped up his 'Dark Knight' trilogy. Box-office receipts
and critical reception for both films are pretty equal so it's impos-
sible to think that this is the film that makes Marvel alter their
game-plans. There's no doubt that 'Homecoming' is an fun, enter-
taining film but when put up against its counter-part I think time
will look back much more kindly on DC's bold take on their
famous heroine.


